THE CRAZY BARN SHOW
Live animated game show. 7', 25' or 55'.
Inserts, shows, wraparound. Target: 8-12
The Crazy Barn Show is a live animated game show
that uncovers true farm life! Lulu the Turkey and Sir
Richard the Rat are best barn buddies and they run a
secret TV-station in the hayloft. Kids telephone the
show and play games by phone. The kids get an animated character to represent them and both hosts
and kids are lipsynced live.
Lulu the Turkey is a warm and loving spirit. She falls
in love with all the farm animals - except her best
buddy Sir Richard the Rat. Sir Richard is the cheeky
know-it-all. He is secretly in love with Lulu. Lulu and
Sir Richard interview the other animals to find out
why the cows love skateboarding, the pigs like computer gadgets and the chicken gossip on mobile phones. The horses star in a local TV-soap and hardly
have time for anything except being very famous and
very, very important! The farm is full of animals with
human-like behavior and they all strive to let it go by
unnoticed so the farmer doesn't find out. When the
farmer is around the animals get down on all fours
and pretend to be…well, animals!

The Crazy Barn Show has a large and detailed universe. For every show the producer picks new scenes
from an abundance of animated animals, TV games,
scenarios and video footage. When kids telephone
the show they might just see themselves as an animated squirrel!
The show enables live or live-on-tape production and
it has different lengths to match client needs: Short
inserts in cartoon block/magazine programs, Lulu
and Sir Richard as hosts in children blocks and 25' or
55' daily or weekly shows. The Cartoon Broadcast
System developed by tv-animation is the technical
platform for the production. The Crazy Barn Show is
developed for TV and internet.
The Crazy Barn Show entertained Swedish kids on SVT
all summer of 2002 - with a 72% share!
Oink, oink - you never thought farm life could be
this fun!
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